[Accuracy of winter wheat identification based on multi-temporal CBERS-02 images].
Chinese-Brazil Earth Resources Satellite No. 2 (CBERS-02) has good spatial resolution and abundant spectral information, and a strong ability in detecting vegetation. Based on five CBERS-02 images in winter wheat growth season, the spectral distance between winter wheat and other ground targets was calculated, and then, winter wheat was classified from each individual image or their combinations by using supervised classification. The train and validation samples were derived from high resolution Aerial Images and SPOT5 images. The accuracies and analyses were evaluated for CBERS-02 images at early growth stages, and the results were compared to those of TM images acquired in the same phenological calendars. The results showed that temporal information was the main factor affecting the classification accuracy in winter wheat, but the characteristics of different sensors could affect the classification accuracy. The multi-temporal images could improve the classification accuracy, compared with the results derived from signal stage, with the producer accuracy of optimum periods combination improved 20.0% and user accuracy improved 7.83%. Compared with TM sensor, the classification accuracy from CBERS-02 was a little lower.